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Do-it-yourself investing doesn’t mean you’re on your own
To be a successful self-directed investor you don’t have to be an expert stock picker.  Most self directed brokers offer tools, research and information to help clients make informed and confident investment decisions.
“There are many investors who want to do it on their own but they don’t know where to start,” said Jason Storsley, president and CEO of RBC Direct Investing. “That’s why we’ve introduced practice accounts, which provides Canadians  with the opportunity to test-drive our online investing site and learn the ropes before putting real money on the line.”
Novice investors entering the market for the first time can use practice accounts to become more comfortable with online investing in a risk-free environment.  A seasoned investor with a diversified portfolio can try out a new investment strategy and gauge the results, without risking their own money.
Key Features and Benefits:
Any RBC Online Banking or RBC Direct Investing client can activate a practice account within a matter of minutes
	There is no cost to activate and use a Practice Account
	Practice accounts are integrated into the actual RBC Direct Investing online  site, providing a hands-on experience including access to tools, information and learning resources to support short and long term investment goals
Investors will have access to $100,000 in “practice money” to learn how to invest online, perfect order entry and explore trading strategies
	Clients can activate multiple practice accounts including RSP, Margin and investment cash.  

For more information please visit: www.rbcdirectinvesting.com

RBC Direct Investing is a member of CIPF.
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